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Evolutionary lineages differ greatly in their net diversification rates, implying differences in rates of extinction and speciation.

Lineages with a large average range size are commonly thought to have reduced extinction risk (although linking low extinction

to high diversification has proved elusive). However, climate change cycles can dramatically reduce the geographic range size of

even widespread species, and so most species may be periodically reduced to a few populations in small, isolated remnants of

their range. This implies a high and synchronous extinction risk for the remaining populations, and so for the species as a whole.

Species will only survive through these periods if their individual populations are “threat tolerant,” somehow able to persist in

spite of the high extinction risk. Threat tolerance is conceptually different from classic extinction resistance, and could theoretically

have a stronger relationship with diversification rates than classic resistance. I demonstrate that relationship using primates as a

model. I also show that narrowly distributed species have higher threat tolerance than widespread ones, confirming that tolerance

is an unusual form of resistance. Extinction resistance may therefore operate by different rules during periods of adverse global

environmental change than in more benign periods.
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The diversity of species is the product of extinction and speciation

in evolutionary lineages. A classic puzzle is why some lineages

(e.g., families) are so much more species-rich than others (Stanley

1979; Marzluff and Dial 1991; Barraclough et al. 1998; Jablonski

2007). When two lineages are of the same age, differences in

their species-richness must indicate differences in their extinction

and speciation rates. It follows that any heritable trait influencing

extinction or speciation might help to explain lineage diversity.

Large geographic range size has been extensively associated

with reduced extinction risk, and more recently with a high di-

versification rate (Jablonski 1995; Gaston and Blackburn 1997;

McKinney 1997; Owens et al. 1999; Purvis et al. 2000; Cardillo

et al. 2003). However, range sizes fluctuate enormously over

short evolutionary time periods, especially in response to cy-

cles of global climate change (Overpeck et al. 1992; Webb and

Bartlein 1992; Cronin et al. 1996; FAUNMAP Working Group

1996; Davis and Shaw 2001). During environmentally adverse

periods of change such as glaciations, species can be reduced to

small remnant areas of habitat that are themselves broken up into

even smaller fragments (Vrba 1992; Webb and Bartlein 1992;

FAUNMAP Working Group 1996; Haffer 1997; Dynesius and

Jansson 2000; Davis and Shaw 2001; Bonaccorso et al. 2006),

with classic glacial “refugia” being an extreme example of this

process (Haffer 1997). However, fragmentation of geographic

range and confinement to small areas can commonly occur out-

side of glacial maxima as well (Vrba 1992; Jansson and Dynesius

2002).

Although refugial remnants were originally posited as oases

against extinction for the species occupying them (Haffer 1997),

species reduced to a few populations in small remnants during

periods of global environmental change must face significant ex-

tinction pressures. Species are generally range-restricted at such
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moments, whatever their time-averaged or time-point range sizes,

and range restriction increases extinction risk (Jablonski 1987;

McKinney 1997). In addition, it is now known that populations

confined to remnant habitat areas face a high risk of extinction

in ecological time, due to increased vulnerability to environmen-

tal stochasticity and local catastrophes (especially when restric-

tion to a small area also implies reduction to a small population

size) (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Diamond 1984; Gilpin and

Soule 1986; Simberloff 1986b; Lande 1993; Lawton et al. 1994;

Newmark 1995; Cowlishaw 1999; Harcourt and Schwartz 2001).

Indeed, island biogeography theory (MacArthur and Wilson 1967)

has clearly demonstrated that if an area of habitat such as forest

is reduced in size and fragmented, then the remnant piece of

habitat must lose species over time in a process known as “relax-

ation” (Brown 1971; Diamond 1972; Simberloff and Abele 1975;

Terborgh and Winter 1980; Diamond 1984). Very small popula-

tions in remnants may even be at risk of extinction from loss of

genetic variation if the isolation is prolonged (Gilpin and Soule

1986).

The set of extinction pressures described above may occur

repeatedly as species’ distributions wax and wane, and so the

ability to survive temporary periods of high risk, here abbreviated

to “threat tolerance,” may have a significant influence on species’

longevity, and so on lineage diversity.

THREAT TOLERANCE AND CLASSIC EXTINCTION

RESISTANCE

Threat tolerance is conceptually different from the well-studied

type of extinction resistance associated with a widespread geo-

graphic distribution. In particular, the two types of extinction resis-

tance imply different relationships between population extinction

and species extinction, and large differences in population-level

susceptibility. In a widespread species, it is unlikely that all popu-

lations will be simultaneously threatened. The species as a whole

then persists because at least one population somewhere escapes

from each threat (remains untouched by it) (Simberloff 1986a).

Temporary population losses can later be replaced by immigra-

tion from other populations in nonthreatened areas (Brown and

Kodric-Brown 1977; Lomolino 1986). Individual populations can

therefore be highly susceptible to threat, but this is unimportant to

species persistence. I will refer to this type of extinction resistance

as “escape” or “classic extinction resistance.” Threat tolerance,

on the other hand, means that a population is under direct ex-

tinction pressure in situ but persists in the face of the danger,

rather than because it is far away from the danger. The species

persists because its individual populations have a surprisingly low

susceptibility to direct extinction threats.

For example, if widespread species A consists of 20 popu-

lations and narrowly distributed species B consists of two popu-

lations, then classic extinction resistance makes A less likely to

go extinct than B. However, if global change reduces both A and

B to a single small population in a limited area, then the species

better able to directly tolerate the consequently high extinction

threat will have the higher probability of persisting.

EXTINCTION RESISTANCE AND LINEAGE DIVERSITY

Intuitively, one might expect any mechanism that lowers extinc-

tion to lead to high species diversity in a lineage. But this is not

necessarily a robust assumption. Lineages that have low rates of

extinction also tend to have low rates of speciation (Stanley 1979),

and there is therefore no a priori reason to believe extinction-

resistant lineages should be more diverse than high-turnover lin-

eages. In general, no consistently strong link has been found

between classic extinction resistance and lineage diversity. In-

deed, the traits associated with classic extinction resistance, such

as large geographic range size and generalism, are often found

in species-poor, slowly diversifying lineages (Stanley 1979; Vrba

1992; Jablonski and Roy 2003; Hernandez Fernandez and Vrba

2005b). This is perhaps because the very traits that make species

extinction-resistant also potentially sabotage the speciation pro-

cess; for example, high dispersal (characteristic of widespread

species) and the occupation of many habitat types can make it dif-

ficult for one population to become reproductively isolated from

the rest of the species.

Tolerance could potentially have a much stronger relation-

ship to lineage diversity than classic extinction resistance does,

because it lowers extinction rates without a compensatory sab-

otaging of speciation rates. Reproductively isolated populations

that could become new species will often be small and (by def-

inition) spatially isolated. But if they are to achieve full species

status, these isolates must first survive thousands of years of the

very extinction risks implied by smallness and isolation (Stanley

1979; Glazier 1987; Allmon 1992). Tolerance will therefore raise

the effective rate of speciation (defined as the rate of creation

of reproductively isolated populations, multiplied by the rate at

which these reach full species status), by reducing population ex-

tinction rates. Indeed, tolerance should be seen as an extension of

the Stanley–Glazier–Allmon theory of selection on small founder

populations.

SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

Theoretically, there may be several types of tolerance to various

different extinction threats. I chose here to study tolerance of peri-

odic contraction and fragmentation of geographic range, because

this is one of the more widely documented extinction pressures

over prehistoric time and so likely to strongly influence extinc-

tion in lineages (Vrba 1992; Webb and Bartlein 1992; FAUNMAP

Working Group 1996; Haffer 1997; Dynesius and Jansson 2000;

Davis and Shaw 2001; Bonaccorso et al. 2006); because several

decades of ecological literature have made advances in working
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out the extinction responses of populations in such a situation

(Brown 1971; Diamond 1972, 1984; Simberloff and Abele 1975;

Terborgh and Winter 1980); and because of its current relevance

to the anthropogenic climate change crisis.

This aspect of threat tolerance has been frequently addressed

at the population level by island biogeographers and conservation

ecologists (Diamond 1984; Henle et al. 2004). To my knowledge,

however, there has been no test for an evolutionary relationship

between tolerance and lineage diversity, and I test that relationship

in primates here. Nor has much attention been paid to the large

conceptual difference between the mechanisms of classic extinc-

tion resistance and the mechanisms of tolerance. I also show that

surprisingly, tolerance is higher in geographically rare species

than in widespread species, implying the underlying mechanisms

are indeed very different. The rules of extinction may therefore

change dynamically as planetary climate fluctuates, creating a

shifting balance in the selective advantages enjoyed by different

lineages.

Methods
As described above, threat tolerance is likely to be a population-

level attribute, even though its effects may be detectable at the

level of species and lineages. As a model system to test threat tol-

erance in species that have been reduced to small habitat remnants

by climate change, I studied primate populations trapped on small

islands of habitat (“landbridge islands”) that became cut off from

the mainland coastal habitat ∼10,000 years ago, when climate

change caused the extensive melting of planetary ice and raised

sea levels over 100 m (Rohling et al. 1998). In other words, the

islands are small fragments of the formerly continuous mainland

coastal habitat that have suffered ∼10,000 years of isolation. The

trapped populations have been subjected to the multiple extinction

threats associated with limited range size and reduced population

size up to the present day (Lande 1993; Lawton et al. 1994), and

would also have been unable to migrate in response to environ-

mental change. I assume these extinction threats are reasonably

analogous to the threats faced by refuge or isolate populations dur-

ing other periods of range reduction and fragmentation, especially

that associated with climate change.

ASSESSING SPECIES’ POPULATION-LEVEL

TOLERANCE

I used primates as a model because global primate distributions on

both mainland and islands are well known. Also, postisolation re-

colonization of islands from the mainland would obscure patterns

of tolerance by reviving failed populations (Brown and Kodric-

Brown 1977; Lomolino 1986). Primates rarely cross ocean gaps,

and so minimize this potential confound (Heaney 1986; Abegg

and Thierry 2002). Finally, a complete, dated, modern phylogeny

exists for the primates (Vos and Mooers 2006), allowing compar-

ison of lineage tolerance with lineage diversification rates.

I searched the literature for landbridge islands that contain

at least one primate species (or that contained a species that has

recently been extirpated by man). Where one source recorded a

species on an island and another did not, I treated the species

as being present on the island. Macaca fascicularis was omitted

because it has been widely observed to cross ocean gaps, mixing

island and mainland populations (Abegg and Thierry 2002). The

decision as to whether Macaca assamensis and Hylobates con-

color were present on islands depends on a very limited number

of fairly old historical records (from early in the 20th century),

and so analyses were run with and without these two species’

lineages. I discarded any islands that lay close to river deltas,

because they probably do not have isolated populations (primates

would cross the intervening ocean on vegetation rafts swept down-

stream). I also discarded any islands less than 3 km offshore, to

further ensure that the islands contained well-isolated popula-

tions. I omitted the very large islands of Sri Lanka and Hainan:

Sri Lanka is so large as to have endemic species different from

mainland congeners, complicating assessment of extinction, and

Hainan (34,000 km2) was subjectively judged too large to repre-

sent meaningful range restriction. After these discards, a total of

62 primate-occupied landbridge islands remained (Table S1 and

Supporting Information).

It can reasonably be assumed that for a non–sea-crossing

taxon such as primates, species currently on the island today must

also have been present at the island’s moment of isolation from the

mainland, and have survived the intervening period. The island’s

modern-day species are therefore classified as “tolerant” of the

extinction pressures associated with prolonged restriction to a

small habitat remnant created by climate change. The next step is

to define the “intolerant” species that were originally trapped on

the islands but have since gone locally extinct and are no longer

found there today.

HOW MANY EXTINCTIONS OCCURRED ON EACH

ISLAND?

For most taxa including primates, fossil evidence is too incom-

plete to assess either the exact number or the identity of the species

that went extinct following landbridge island formation, and so a

model of local extinctions must be used instead (Diamond 1984;

Harcourt and Schwartz 2001). The pioneering and still widely

used model assumes that any species found on the mainland op-

posite the landbridge island, but not found on the island itself,

has gone extinct from the island (Brown 1971; Diamond 1984;

Harcourt and Schwartz 2001). However, critics have often pointed

out that a small area of land (the proto-island in this case) is

unlikely to have held every species present on the much larger
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mainland (Simberloff and Abele 1982; Haila and Jarvinen 1983;

Bolger et al. 1991).

I therefore took two approaches. The first, which will be

referred to as the “full species set analysis,” took the traditional

approach of assuming that all missing mainland species represent

local extinctions. The second, the “reduced species set analysis,”

sought to incorporate criticisms of this approach and assumed that

only some of the missing mainland species represent true local

extinctions. The reduced species set model calculates a reduced

number of extinction events for each island, by estimating the ini-

tial species richness on each island and subtracting the current-day

species richness. A reasonable first approximation of an island’s

initial species richness (at the moment it was cut off from the

mainland) is the number of species found in an island-sized area

of the mainland coast (Haila and Jarvinen 1983).

Unfortunately, however, surveys of several local mainland

plots at a scale relevant to the islands are almost never available.

The species–area information available with which to estimate the

original primate species richness on the island is usually limited to

counting the species that coarse-scale range maps indicate should

occur in the coastal area immediately opposite the island. Even

where the species richness of a few mainland communities is

known, the slope of the species–area relationship derived from

these communities may be subject to considerable uncertainty,

limiting its usefulness as a rigid model parameter (Simberloff and

Abele 1982; Boecklen and Simberloff 1986).

I therefore assumed that the unknown number of species in

an island-sized area of mainland coast can be estimated from

the known species richness of the region by using the estab-

lished mathematical species–area model, S = cAz (Preston 1962;

MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Soberon and Llorente 1993; Leitner

and Rosenzweig 1997). S is species richness, A is the area sampled

in square kilometers, and z is a coefficient typically taking val-

ues between 0.10 and 0.20 (Preston 1962; MacArthur and Wilson

1967; Leitner and Rosenzweig 1997).

The number of species statistically expected in a small area

Si can then be estimated as

Si = N × (Ai/M)z, (1)

where Si is the number of species on the island at the moment

of isolation, Ai is the area of the island, and N is the number of

species whose range maps overlap the mainland coastal point op-

posite the island. In sampling on the ground, a small area sample

at the coastal point will not contain all N species even though their

range maps suggest they should all be present. As one samples

an increasingly large area, the probability of all N species being

contained in the sample increases. M represents how big a sam-

pling quadrat would need to be empirically to be reasonably sure

that it included of all N species.

N and Ai are known (Ai is assumed to be similar to the value

in the present day), and I fitted models using z-values of 0.10,

0.12, 0.14, 0.16, and 0.18. If M were known for certain, equation

(1) would reduce to the equation developed by Pimm and Askins

(1995) to calculate expected species losses in a reduced area.

However, the size of quadrat M needed to capture all N species

is uncertain, and may be quite large because of the existence of

large “holes” of zero density in species’ distributions (Hurlbert

and Jetz 2007). Nevertheless, the value of M must be constrained

by biological realism, and this allows limiting conditions to be

set. As M becomes smaller, the model starts to predict that the

island originally had more species than the mainland does today.

This is highly improbable in a relaxing system, and the first con-

dition disallows any model in which this occurs. As M increases,

the model predicts that species richness has actually grown on

more and more islands—“negative extinction,” whereas species

richness should decrease or not change in a relaxing system.

(Stochastic variation in the original species richness of the island

may sometimes create this artifact empirically, but it is undesir-

able that the model should predict it in more than a few cases.) I

chose the minimum value of M, therefore, because this minimizes

the number of islands on which negative extinction is predicted.

I searched in increments of 500 km2 for the minimum value

of M for each z. M values used for each z in the basic model were

6000, 6500, 7000, 7500, and 8000 km2 (for z = 0.10, 0.12, 0.14,

0.16, and 0.18). This effectively means that only islands greater in

size than M (such as Bangka, 11,900 km2) can be assumed to have

originally contained all the species that range maps suggest should

be present in the area. For all islands smaller than M, the fraction

of missing species regarded as true extinctions can be seen for

each island size in Figure 1. The total number of local (island)

extinctions events predicted using equation (1) varied between 35

and 75 with variation in z.

I checked the sensitivity of the number of predicted extinc-

tions to variation in the value of M. Variability in M has little

impact on model outputs, because predictions for the number of

extinctions must be rounded to the nearest whole species. For

example, the median size of the islands used to calculate M is

290 km2, and the average mainland species richness (derived

from rangemaps) is five species. For a z value of 0.14, any M

value between 3800 and 40,000 predicts that the median-sized

island once contained three species.

It is possible that species have gone extinct from both the

mainland control areas and the islands (invisible extinctions). In

the model, this would mean that the number of extinction events

on islands was underestimated, potentially distorting the choice of

M and altering predicted values overall. I tried artificially incre-

menting mainland species richness by 33% and recalculating M.

This 33% change caused M values to be augmented by 1000 km2,

but this creates a difference of only 1–2% in the number of local
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Figure 1. The proportion of missing mainland species assumed

to represent true extinctions on islands, as a function of island

size. The scenario shown is for z = 0.10. Islands where no extinc-

tions were predicted have been omitted from the figure because

a percentage of zero is undefined.

extinctions predicted (increasing to 4% for z = 0.10 only). Invisi-

ble extinctions will therefore have a minimal impact on predicted

number of extinctions (further effects of invisible extinctions on

hypothesis testing are addressed in the discussion).

The number of species predicted on an island from equa-

tion (1) is the statistical expectation only, that is, it assumes that

the island would represent a point lying directly on the regression

line from the species–area relationship. Microhabitat differences

between areas and chance will introduce scatter about this expec-

tation (Boecklen and Gotelli 1984). I added an error term to the

above model, yielding S = N ∗ (Ai/M)z + ε, and derived a different

species-richness prediction stochastically for each island in each

of 1000 runs of the model. The error term ε was drawn randomly

from a normal distribution with its mean set to the regression ex-

pectation, and where two standard deviations represented a 33.4%

variation from the mean. This level of variation is consistent with

empirical plots of error species/area sampling plots (Soberon and

Llorente 1993; Hill et al. 1994) and is large enough to create

variation in expected extinctions even for smaller low-diversity

islands (small diversity numbers require fairly large variation to

cause addition or subtraction of whole numbers of species after

rounding). Where the error term caused a prediction that exceeded

mainland species richness, the predicted species richness was set

as equal to mainland species richness. Negative predictions were

set to zero.

The overall assumption in the model is that, because land-

bridge islands at the moment of formation were parts of the main-

land coast, then they should have had similar habitat to the coast.

However, most primates are forest species, and area of forested

habitat may be a better predictor of species richness in a plot than

the gross size of the island itself. There is insufficient evidence

to estimate even roughly the area of forest habitat available on

each island 10,000 years ago, although forested area was proba-

bly reduced in the dry late Pleistocene/early Holocene (Meijaard

and van der Zon 2003; Bird et al. 2005). The larger z-values in

the model reduce the primate richness expected on each island

and so make the effective island size, that is, the forested area

smaller.

The tendency of most primate species to use forests will

create a further bias in effective island size. Small islands are

typically dominated by low-lying forested habitat in this study, but

large islands may have substantial areas containing habitats other

than moist lowland forest. This “habitat diversity effect” means

that island area generates a much greater overestimate of primate

habitat area for large islands than for small islands. The model will

therefore overestimate the predicted species richness of the large

islands. The majority of islands in this study are small (median

island area = 290 km2). For islands an arbitrary >1000 km2,

where habitat area could make a difference to predicted species

richness, I repeated the 1000 runs of the model three times more,

reducing island area to 60%, 75%, and 90% of the total area,

respectively. The precise arbitrary value is unimportant to model

outcomes: predictions of island species richness are rounded to the

nearest integer, and the percentage reductions in size do not alter

the expected species richness for any island <1000 km2 in size.

Which species went extinct?
Each model scenario described above produces an estimated num-

ber of species extinctions for each island. Landbridge islands by

definition contain a subset of mainland species when they are

formed (Brown 1971; Diamond 1972), and so extinctions are as-

sumed to come from the species that are found on the mainland

immediately opposite to each island but are missing from the is-

land itself (Brown 1971; Diamond 1972; Wilcox 1978; Terborgh

and Winter 1980; Diamond 1984; Gotelli and Graves 1990). For

example, five mainland species may be missing from an island

and so class as “candidates” for extinction there, but the model

may suggest three extinctions. I therefore drew extinct species

from the list of candidates at random. (Islands >100 km2 off-

shore were excluded a priori because it was difficult to determine

accurately the “candidates” for them.) The probability of a species

occurring in a small area at the moment of isolation is positively

related to its population density, and so I weighted the probability

of drawing each species according to its population density. Some

species were missing from some islands but present on others. In

these cases, I classed species as intolerant if they had gone extinct

on >50% of islands (this percentage can be varied widely without

affecting the outcomes, see Supporting Information).

Each run of the model for each set of parameters made 1000

stochastic draws for both the number of extinctions on each island,
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and the identity of the species that went extinct. Models were run

1000 times for each set of parameters (five z-values, each with

three possible percentage size reductions to account for the habitat

diversity effect). The assumption is that, if observed relationships

between tolerance and species diversity, or between tolerance and

geographic range size, are robust to this fairly large degree of

stochastic variation in the inputs, then they can be regarded as

credible despite the empirical stochastic variation that occurs in

the identity and number of species found on islands.

Four possible changes of habitat may have occurred between

islands and mainland coasts over the past 10,000 years, causing

errors in the identification of intolerant species: (1) habitat has

disappeared from the island but not the mainland, for example,

due to deforestation, in which case extinction on the island is not a

risk but a certainty and it is meaningless to test tolerance; (2) new

habitat has appeared on the island; (3) habitat has disappeared

from the mainland coast but not the island, and so species that

used to be opposite to the island are no longer recognizable as

candidates; (4) new habitat has appeared on the mainland coast

but not on the island, causing a set of mainland species to spread to

the coast and falsely appear to be candidates for former presence

on the island.

To minimize potential errors under scenarios (1) or (4), I ex-

cluded a priori from the list of candidates any mainland species

for which the island contained no suitable habitat (see Supporting

Information). These exclusions also prevent species from being

erroneously counted as candidates in cases in which the island

has always had different habitat from the nearby coast. Scenario

(2), under which primate habitat was not present on the island

at the moment of insularization but subsequently develops there,

seems fairly unlikely to affect the analysis, not least because

primates could not have crossed the ocean postinsularization to

take advantage of the new habitat. Analyses could be affected if

the new habitat generated false candidates, especially if recent

island afforestation created the false expectation that mainland

forest-dwellers ought to have been present on the island since

its creation. However, it seems more likely that the gross forest

habitat required by nearly all primates in this study has been con-

tinuously present on the islands in most cases, perhaps because

maritime effects buffered climate fluctuations and provided mois-

ture (Cronk 1997). Any significant decrease in forest cover in the

past 10,000 years on already-tiny islands would almost certainly

cause the extinction of forest species, but even very small islands

typically retain forest-dwelling primate species today.

Scenario (3) requires the assumption that a primate not found

today on either mainland or island was once present on both.

Some studies have addressed this problem by using circles of a

fixed radius (ranging from hundreds to thousands of kilometers)

centered on each island to define the potential source pool of

species for the island (Gotelli and Graves 1990; Cardillo et al.

2008). I did not do this, because such circles would cut across

major geographic boundaries such as the Sanaga River in West

Africa, and would sometimes assume that species coexisted on

an island when they have significant allopatric separations on

the mainland. Instead, I checked each individual island to see

whether any species within the biogeographic region containing

the island lay near to the coastal point opposite to the island

but not directly on it. Where a species might only questionably

have been a candidate for one island, it was nearly always a

clear and unequivocal candidates for several other islands, and so

uncertainties about near-coastal distributions had a very limited

effect on the overall list of intolerant species. A few widespread

species today occupy no landbridge islands or coastal areas at all,

but may conceivably have once been landbridge island species.

I carried out sensitivity analyses to see whether these may have

affected results (see Supporting Information and Discussion), but

did not include them in the basic analysis.

Comparing tolerance and diversity
I tested the main hypothesis—that lineages containing tolerant

species should have diversified more than lineages containing in-

tolerant species, by mapping tolerance and intolerance onto the

complete primate phylogeny (Vos and Mooers 2006). Diversifi-

cation rates are often measured from phylogenetic nodes (Isaac

et al. 2003). However, tolerance evolves fairly rapidly along the

phylogeny—lineages older than 2.2 million years begin to con-

tain mixtures of tolerant and intolerant species—and so it seemed

inappropriate to perform comparative analyses for tolerance over

branch lengths that sometimes extend to nodes several million

years older than this. I therefore adapted the standard diversi-

fication rate analysis by measuring diversification rates from a

consistent point in the recent past. I took a time slice through the

phylogeny at 2 Myr before present (slightly younger than the min-

imum time for tolerance to evolve between character states), such

that each branch emerging from the slice 2 Myr ago represents

one lineage. Each lineage has an equal random chance of diver-

sifying over the period between the time slice and the present.

The full species set had 31 threat-tolerant lineages and 22 threat-

intolerant lineages. The reduced species set, when entered into

stochastic analyses, retained all 31 tolerant lineages, but removed

a small number of intolerant lineages from analysis whenever a

stochastic run classified all species in a candidate lineage as false

extinctions. The average number of threat-intolerant lineages in

the reduced species set analyses was 18.

To check robustness to the 2-Myr parameter, I removed the

species that defined the date of the youngest split between tolerant

and intolerant lineages (Procolobus badius and P. pennantii) and

repeated the analysis for the new youngest split date of 2.8 Myr.

Diversification rate was calculated as ln(number of species in the

lineage/time) (Isaac et al. 2003).
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Figure 2. Measuring diversification rates in threat-tolerant and

threat-intolerant lineages, based on a consistent point in the re-

cent past or “timeslice.” Each branch arising from the timeslice is

treated as a lineage, and the rate is calculated from how often the

branches diversify between the timeslice and the present. The date

of the timeslice is set so that all lineages have a single trait value

(tolerant or intolerant). Dashed lines = threat-intolerant species,

solid lines = threat-tolerant species. A small number of species

have unknown tolerance values (gray line), and these were as-

sumed to have the trait value common to all the known species in

the lineage.

Diversification rates of tolerant and intolerant lineages could

then be compared by a t-test. However, there was a strong phyloge-

netic signal in tolerance itself (see Results), indicating that a phy-

logenetically corrected statistic was more appropriate (Abouheif

1999). For each of the 1000 models runs, I carried out a phy-

logenetic regression of diversification rate on a binary variable

tolerance/intolerance (Grafen 1989), equivalent to a phylogenet-

ically corrected t-test, and recorded the P-values and direction

of the relationship. I then counted how many times out of one

thousand the P-value was significant at alpha < 0.05 (the random

expectation is 50 times).

When dividing lineages into tolerant and nontolerant, it was

usually possible to establish the trait value directly for every

species in the lineage (e.g., this was possible in 37/53 of the

2-Myr-old lineages in the full species set). Where a lineage con-

tained a species that was not island-associated and so had no

direct measure of tolerance (usually a single species case), the

tolerance trait value shared by all other members of the lineage

was assigned to the nontestable species (Fig. 2). Tolerance has a

significant phylogenetic signal (Supporting Information), with a

strong clustering of similar trait values in large clades such as the

Lorisidae (bushbabies and allies) and Hylobatidae (gibbons) (see

Table S2), and so in the very young clades used here, it seemed

reasonable to assume that the “unknown” species in a lineage

should share the tolerance trait value of the known species.

TESTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOLERANCE

AND GEOGRAPHIC RANGE SIZE

It is reasonably well established that large range size increases

the longevity of species (Koch 1980; Jablonski 1987, 1995;

McKinney 1997). If tolerance were positively correlated with

large range size, or with factors that cause species to have large

range size, then tolerance could appear to drive lineage diversity

simply because it was cocorrelated with an existing strong predic-

tor of extinction resistance. On the other hand, if tolerance is not

positively correlated with range size, this would suggest that it is

a different form of extinction resistance with a novel influence on

species diversity. I compared log-transformed range sizes of toler-

ant and intolerant species with a phylogenetically corrected t-test,

as before. Range sizes were calculated by digitizing published

range maps and using ArcGIS utilities (ESRI 2005) to calculate

the distributional area (Supporting Information).

The assumption here is that the relative range sizes of primate

species have remained broadly consistent in their relationships

to each other over the past 10,000 years (a period in which no

speciation events have occurred in the primates used), even if

the individual range sizes have fluctuated. That is to say, range

sizes that are big today have generally been bigger over the past

10,000 years than range sizes that are small today, for example,

the baboon Papio, with a modern range size of 13,460,000 km2,

has consistently had a wider distribution in the Holocene than

the guenon Cercopithecus preussi, with a modern range size of

80,800 km2.

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF ERROR

Population abundance has been theoretically linked with diver-

sification (Gavrilets 1999; Hubbell 2001) and has often been

identified as the major determinant of species survival in habi-

tat remnants as well (Diamond 1984; Harcourt and Schwartz

2001; Lindenmayer 2006). Any relationship between tolerance

and diversification could therefore occur because both are co-

correlated with abundance. I tested whether abundance (popula-

tion density) was a correlate of diversification rate, by regressing

diversification rate on the average log-transformed population

density of each 2-Myr-old lineage, using the phylogenetic regres-

sion (Grafen 1989). Population densities were means of values

taken from a wide search of the primate literature (see Supporting

Information). Population density has a surprisingly strong phylo-

genetic signal (lambda = 0.87 where 1.0 indicates the strongest

possible signal [Purvis et al. 2005]), and so it seems reasonable to

use modern-day densities in comparative evolutionary analysis.

I did not perform the same test for geographic range size: the

relationship between range size and diversification is a complex

topic in which the appropriate neontological methodology is still

being debated (Gaston and Blackburn 1997; Owens et al. 1999;

Cardillo et al. 2003; Losos and Glor 2003; Waldron 2007) and is

the subject of a forthcoming study (Waldron in preparation).

The primate phylogeny will not be completely accurate

and the taxonomic status of primate species is regularly de-

bated (Groves 2001). Groves (2001) lists 348 primate species

in comparison the 218 in Vos and Mooers (2006). I tested for
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Table 1. Statistical relationships between tolerance and (a) lineage diversification rate in 2-Myr-old lineages; (b) rate in 2.8-Myr-old

lineages; (c) geographic range size. Columns with Z-values show the stochastic reduced-species analysis, final column shows the all-

species analysis (see text). P-values in reduced-species analysis are medians of 1000 simulations, with values in brackets showing the

percentage of times the P-value fell below 0.05.

Z=0.10 Z=0.12 Z=0.14 Z=0.16 Z=0.18 All-species

(a) Tolerance and diversification rate (2 Myr) Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive
P<0.001 P<0.001 P<0.001 P=0.001 P=0.001 P=0.012
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

(b) Tolerance and diversification rate (2.8 Myr) Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive
P=0.017 P=0.016 P=0.013 P=0.023 P=0.023 P=0.010
(100%) (100%) (99.7%) (99.8%) (99.2%)

(c) Tolerance and log (range size) Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative
P=0.008 P=0.008 P=0.007 P=0.007 P=0.008 P=0.002
(99.9%) (99.8%) (99.6%) (99.3%) (98.8%)

potential sensitivity to changes in taxonomy by counting how

many new species would be added to tolerant and intolerant

clades, respectively, by Groves (2001). To address the possibility

that changes in the phylogeny affect results, I updated the opera-

tional phylogeny with studies on individual clades that post-dated

the studies used to create the supertree, so long as such studies

provided a dated phylogeny of the clade (Cortes-Ortiz et al. 2003;

Collins 2004; Nieves et al. 2005; Tosi et al. 2005; Chatterjee 2006;

Chakraborty et al. 2007). Phylogenetic GLS-based analyses could

not strictly be performed on such a large compilation of separate

phylogenies without constructing a new supertree. I did, however,

perform a nonphylogenetic t-test on the diversification rates of

tolerant and intolerant clades in the updated phylogeny, and com-

pared this with a nonphylogenetic t-test on the Vos and Mooers

(2006) clades (see Supporting Information).

DATA SOURCES AND STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Primate distributions on islands and mainlands were garnered

from a variety of published sources (Supporting Information).

Phylogenetic signal testing was carried out with Abouheif’s TFSI

and “Runs” programs (Abouheif 1999). Phylogenetic regressions,

model simulations, and t-tests were carried out in the R statisti-

cal environment (R Development Core Team 2005) using APE

(Paradis et al. 2004) for the phylogenetic regression.

Results
Tolerance had a strong correlation with lineage diversification

rates (Table 1). For example, intolerant lineages have not diver-

sified at all in the last 2 Myr under any stochastic model set of

parameters, compared to nearly half of tolerant lineages (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Diversification rates in threat-tolerant and threat-intolerant lineages. Bars show the proportional frequency of three classes of

diversification rate (no diversification, one new extant species, >1 new species) over the past 2 Myr for the reduced species set analyses.

Frequencies do not vary with z. N = 31 tolerant lineages and an average of 17 intolerant lineages across the stochastic analyses.
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Figure 4. Average geographic range sizes of tolerant and intolerant lineages. Lineages have been grouped into broad-scale clades

for illustration, although data were analyzed by taking account of all phylogenetic relationships. Apes, Central American lineages, and

Lemurs (dashed lines) are on the secondary axis, because of their average small range sizes. Lemurs have tiny range sizes, and these

were multiplied by 6 to fit on the graph. The single point for South America indicates that no extinctions were inferred for the islands

of Trinidad and Gorgona. Error bars are omitted for clarity.

For the full species set analysis, 1/22 (5%) intolerant lineages had

speciated, compared to 12/31 tolerant lineages (39%). The quali-

tative result was unaffected by variation in the extinction scenario

used (Table 1 and Supporting Information), and held true for both

time slices (2 Myr and 2.8 Myr). All results reported are for tests

that omitted Macaca assamensis and Hylobates concolor. The

reported outcomes are therefore conservative, because both of

these omitted (and tolerant) lineages have diversified more than

once in the past 2 Myr. The quantitative values are also conserva-

tive, because the time-slice method underestimates the difference

between lineage diversification rates (Waldron, unpublished anal-

ysis). All figures and results given are for simulations in which the

early Holocene habitat area on islands >1000 km2 was assumed

to be 75% of the total island size (see Methods). Alternative per-

centages (60%, 90%, and 100%) did not qualitatively affect the

results.

Tolerant lineages would have more species added to them by

taxonomic revisions in Groves (2001) than intolerant ones (mean

1.77 for tolerant, 0.95 for intolerant). This suggests that taxonomic

revisions are unlikely to alter the analysis’ conclusions, and indeed

are likely to strengthen them. An exact statistical test of diversi-

fication rates cannot be made because the ages of new species

and lineages are unknown. Similarly, when the Vos and Mooers

supertree’s diversification dates are partially updated using di-

versification dates from more recent, clade-specific phylogenetic

studies, the observed patterns tended to strengthen (t-tests on the

difference in diversification rate between tolerant and intolerant

2-Myr-old lineages, t = −3.5725 for an updated phylogeny vs.

t = −2.981 for the original phylogeny, P-value = 0.001 vs. 0.005;

Table S4 and Supporting Information).

Tolerance is negatively associated with geographic range

size. In other words, lineages with small range sizes are more

tolerant than related lineages with large ranges (Table 1, Fig. 4).

This result was also robust to variation in the extinction scenario

used: the percentage of significant results across all stochastic

variations and across all parameter variations is approximately

99% or more, considerably higher than would be expected at

random (Table 1). There was no influence of population den-

sity on rate of diversification (median P > 0.93 in all stochastic

scenarios).

Tolerance, ln-transformed geographic range and ln-

transformed population density all showed phylogenetic signal

(Abouheif’s (1999) method, P = 0.026 for tolerance, P = 0.003

for range size, P = 0.001 for population density) (Table S3).

Discussion
This study argued that when all populations in a species, or all

individuals in a population are affected by an extinction threat,

then the species or population will only persist if it has suffi-

cient threat tolerance to survive in spite of the high level of

danger. I studied the common set of threats implied by geo-

graphic range contraction, restriction and fragmentation, espe-

cially when these are associated with periods of environmental

and climate change. I found that tolerance to these threats at the

level of populations correlates with species diversity at the level

of evolutionary lineages. Tolerance is heritable, and will there-

fore have consistent effects on diversification over evolutionary

time.
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TOLERANCE AND CLASSIC EXTINCTION RESISTANCE

I also found that tolerance was unexpectedly correlated with small

range size. This suggests that tolerance represents a different type

of extinction-resistance from the resistance conferred by having a

large range size. Widespread species probably have low extinction

risk because threats are nearly always circumscribed in area, and

so some groups of individuals will lie outside the scope of each

passing threat (they “escape” threat). The implied mechanism

is that persistence occurs when threat levels are low, and threat

levels are always low for some population in a widespread species.

For tolerance, on the other hand, the implied mechanism is that

populations are surprisingly resistant when directly exposed to

threat, that is, when threat levels are high.

Tolerance and escape imply different relationships between

population extinction rates and species extinction risk. For es-

cape, individual population extinctions are largely irrelevant to

the overall persistence of the species, because other, unthreatened

populations exist elsewhere. For tolerance, population-level and

species-level persistence must be highly correlated, because it is

only the tolerance of populations that keeps the species afloat.

The link observed in this study between population persis-

tence and lineage diversity is most easily explained by a strong

correlation between the persistence of populations and species.

Global periods of hostile environmental change are likely to

tighten the relationship between population-level and species-

level persistence, because large numbers of species are reduced

to a few small and simultaneously threatened populations. During

more benign periods, the average global influence of escape on

species persistence may increase, and the influence of tolerance

may decrease.

High degrees of threat tolerance in rare lineages probably

represent the outcome of an evolutionary filter. Lineages that

have small (and fluctuating) range sizes will have been repeatedly

exposed to the dangers of range restriction throughout most of

their history. Geographically rare species also tend to consist of

several discrete populations (Maurer and Nott 1998) and to have

poor dispersal (Gaston 1994). Small populations, isolation, and

inability to migrate will therefore have been important parts of

the selective pressures experienced by most rare species, and rare

species unable to withstand these pressures should be pruned from

the tree of life. (See Stanley (1990) and Jablonski (2001) for a

similar idea that clades become more extinction-resistant over

time as more susceptible species are progressively pruned).

The precise ecological adaptations that allow rare species to

tolerate geographic restriction and isolation would be a topic for

future research. It seems possible that widespread, usually gen-

eralist species have high dispersal ability (Brown 1995) because

they must range widely in time and space to acquire resources.

Dispersal may also be an adaptive strategy responding more gen-

erally to unstable population dynamics, as has been shown in bee-

tles (Boer 1970; Glazier 1987). Species that experience extreme

variation in resource availability may be “obligate dispersers,” in

the sense that individuals must travel widely in ecological time

in order for the population to persist. Obligate dispersal may also

occur at the species level if species with unstable local popula-

tions depend upon high levels of dispersal in a metapopulation

structure to persist. Isolation in a small area would cause local

extinction in obligate-dispersing species.

DIVERSITY, LONGEVITY, AND EXTINCTION

Geographically rare species are short-lived in comparison to

widespread species (Jablonski 1987, 1995; Hunt et al. 2005).

Although tolerance must increase longevity, the small range size

of tolerant species therefore suggests that they are unlikely to

represent the longest-lived species in a taxon. However, species

diversity is the net difference between speciation events and ex-

tinction events, and so biological attributes that reduce extinction

rates relative to speciation rates will cause increases in lineage

diversity, whatever species life spans are in absolute terms. Ge-

ographical rarity is often associated with high speciation rates,

both for raw range size (Mayr 1963; Jackson 1974; Vrba 1980;

Stanley 1986; Vermeij 1987; Jablonski and Roy 2003), and for

the number of biomes used under Vrba’s resource-use hypoth-

esis (Vrba 1987, 1993; Hernandez Fernandez and Vrba 2005a;

Bofarull et al. 2008). However, the effect of this rapid specia-

tion on diversity may be nullified by the equally high species

extinction rates associated with rarity (Stanley 1979; Stanley

1986; Vrba 1992; McKinney 1997). A major impact of toler-

ance could be in reducing extinction rates in rare lineages, so that

their high speciation rates can become translated into high species

diversity.

More generally, tolerance of geographic restriction during

environmental change may allow species to persist long enough

to become widespread in the first place. Species tend to start

out with small range sizes (Vrba and DeGusta 2004; Liow and

Stenseth 2007; Waldron 2007). Species can later occupy large

geographic areas (Vrba and DeGusta 2004; Foote et al. 2007;

Liow and Stenseth 2007; Waldron 2007), but will need to survive

their potentially vulnerable early years to do so.

TOLERANCE AND THE SPECIATION PROCESS

Tolerance can bestow extinction resistance not only on newly

created species, but also on small, reproductively isolated popula-

tions that may go on to become new species. Peripatric speciation

involves the isolation of small populations as a mechanism of

speciation (Mayr 1963), and Stanley (1979), Glazier (1987), and

Allmon (1992) used the term “isolate selection” to describe the

idea that peripatrically speciating ancestor species would only

leave behind daughter species if those daughters could survive

the initial threat implied by smallness and isolation.
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The overall importance of peripatric speciation to the ac-

cumulation of species diversity in lineages may be limited

(Barraclough and Vogler 2000). However, recent work suggests

that even the apparently dominant mode of allopatric speciation

(Barraclough and Vogler 2000; Phillimore et al. 2008) often splits

ancestral range so asymmetrically that it creates a daughter species

with a very small range size (Waldron 2007). The same is likely

to be true for sympatric speciation (Waldron 2007). Glazier’s and

Allmon’s ideas therefore apply to speciation in general. Indeed,

many modern species are thought to have arisen when species

became split into two small, isolated populations in fragmented

habitat refugia either during the Neogene (Vrba 1980, 1992, 1993;

Klicka and Zink 1997; Avise and Walker 1998; Weir and Schluter

2004).

Jansson and Dynesius (2002) have argued that range fluctu-

ations due to climate change are too short to trigger speciation,

because isolated populations will be reunited quickly when fur-

ther climate change causes the reexpansion of their ranges. Simi-

larly, Vrba (1992, 1995) indicates that full reproductive isolation

does not occur in all Milankovitch cycles, but only in the longest

ones. It is interesting to note that tolerance is associated here with

rare, probably low-dispersal species. Populations of low-dispersal

species may have so little gene flow between them that they re-

main isolated long after a glacial maximum ends and their ranges

begin to reexpand, as has been shown in birds (Price et al. 1997).

In addition, reproductive isolation can be the cumulative result of

repeated geographic isolations (Avise and Walker 1998), suggest-

ing that the frequency of the cycles and the rate at which species

reexpand their populations between cycles may be as important

as the duration of a single Milankovitch cycle.

POTENTIAL CONFOUNDS

The apparent link between tolerance and lineage diversity could

be artifactual, if tolerance were correlated with other factors

that independently increase diversification rates. However, the

traits generally believed to increase diversification in mammals—

generalism, high dispersal rates, and large range size itself are

positively correlated with geographic range size (Brown 1995;

Rosenzweig 1995; Gaston and Blackburn 1997; Owens et al.

1999; Cardillo et al. 2003; Isaac et al. 2003; Phillimore et al.

2006; Jablonski 2008). Tolerance, on the other hand, is negatively

correlated with range size in spite of its strong positive correlation

with diversification rate, suggesting its effect is independent of

other common factors that influence lineage diversity. In addi-

tion, the strongest general predictor of tolerance in the literature,

population abundance (Brown 1971; Diamond 1984; Laurance

et al. 2002; Lindenmayer 2006) has no relationship here with

diversification rate.

It is possible that some species populations go extinct from

landbridge islands for reasons that are unrelated to the extinction

pressures postulated here. For example, ground-nesting birds may

suffer higher rates of nest predation on the newly created island

that they did on the mainland (Karr 1982). These idiosyncratic

effects are unlikely to be consistently correlated with a low rate

of diversification across all species, and so would most probably

appear as error terms in the relationship between diversification

rate and tolerance.

A number of widespread species may have been on both

coast and island in the past, but have modern-day range limits a

few hundreds of kilometers short of the coast. If they had gone

extinct on islands, this would be undetectable from their present-

day distribution, and they would be wrongly omitted from the

list of intolerant species. Examples are Gorilla and Miopithecus

for Bioko, Symphalangus and Pongo for several of the Sunda

Shelf islands, Phaner and Avahi laniger in Madagascar (Harcourt

and Schwartz 2001; Meijaard and van der Zon 2003; Ganzhorn

et al. 2006). Although there is not enough evidence to confidently

state which of these species should and should not be included

as intolerants in formal analysis, none of these lineages have

diversified at all in the past 2 Myr (and some of them are indeed

among the slowest-diversifying of all primate lineages). Their

inclusion would only strengthen the conclusions found in this

study.

The geographic range size of species today may have been

dramatically altered by human influences, distorting the relation-

ship of range size and tolerance. For the observed patterns to

be an artifact of anthropogenic habitat reduction, human impacts

would need to universally cause dramatically bigger range col-

lapses in tolerant species than in intolerant species (see Fig. 4).

This seems an unlikely assumption, especially given that many

documented range collapses have occurred in intolerant species

such as gibbons and orangutan (this may in itself by an outcome

of their populations’ intolerance of reduced, fragmented habitat)

(Harcourt 1999; Geissman et al. 2000).

The phylogeny is not likely to be completely accurate, either

in its arrangement of species or in its diversification dates. This

could affect both the diversity of lineages, and the accuracy of

the timeslice method. However, modern taxonomic and phyloge-

netic revisions in species arrangement seem likely to strengthen

the diversity patterns observed (see Results and Supporting Infor-

mation). As regards dating errors, the diversification events for

most lineages occur millions of years away from the timeslice

dates chosen, especially in intolerant clades, and so the timeslices

for these lineages are likely to be robust to considerable error.

When dates do lie close to the timeslices, shifting those dates

will increase or decrease diversity almost exclusively in toler-

ant lineages. Date-shifted tolerant lineages will still have more

diversity on average than the universally monospecific intolerant

lineages, and so the overall conclusions are highly robust to dating

errors.
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It may be argued that large islands do not represent an ex-

tinction risk to all populations. Some populations may naturally

occupy areas less than, for example, the 11,900 km2 of the largest

island, and so insularization causes a mild threat at best via iso-

lation. There is surprisingly little information on the geographic

extent of primate populations that would permit measurement of

how much each population on each island has been truncated, but

the median size of islands is 290 km2, suggesting probable trun-

cation in many cases. I retested the correlations using only islands

of 2000 km2 or less, and again for 500 km2 or less, and found no

difference in the qualitative results. Nor are the tolerant species

somehow “island specialists”: they all have the great majority of

their distribution on the mainland.

Nevertheless, an alternative hypothesis to why some pop-

ulations persist in fragments is that these populations are less

truncated, and so suffer a lower level of threat (instead of hav-

ing a higher tolerance of threat). If the spatial extent of a species

correlates with the spatial extent of its individual populations (as

seems to be the case [Maurer and Nott 1998]), then geographi-

cally rare species will have less truncated populations in remnants

than widespread species. Rare species still have higher odds of

survival in remnants, but the main attribute causing differential

survival would be the natural geographic extent of a species’

populations.

RARITY HAS POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS

ON EXTINCTION RISK

A major implication of this study is that geographic rarity can have

both positive and negative effects on extinction risk. These effects

will depend on the severity and geographical extent of threats

themselves, and on the timescales involved. Rare species tolerate

range shrinkage better than common species (a positive impact of

rarity). On the other hand, tolerance can have no influence when

all habitat is wiped out, and such catastrophic destruction will

be experienced more often by rare species than by widespread

species (a negative impact of rarity). One implication is that toler-

ance may be a weaker influence at higher latitudes, where habitat

loss is more often catastrophic (Bennett et al. 1991; Jansson and

Dynesius 2002). I studied primates, whose tropical distribution

means they should often suffer habitat shrinkage rather than habi-

tat obliteration during climate change.

Similarly, it seems likely that few environmental changes

will be so widespread as to envelop every last population in a

widespread species. Species with large ranges therefore have their

tolerance tested only rarely, but may prove extinction-prone at the

population level when they are so tested. If environmental change

has been sufficiently severe to reduce a generally widespread

species to a few isolated populations, then the entire species has

a high risk of extinction because of its populations’ intolerance

of threat. Rare species, on the other hand, will frequently be en-

veloped by an extinction threat, but may prove extinction-resistant

so long as the threat is noncatastrophic.

Overall, the positive impacts of rarity on persistence seem

likely to operate over shorter timescales than the negative effects.

The results of this study suggest that the short-term effects last

long enough to leave a signature over the evolutionary timescales

associated with speciation and extinction. This is in keeping with

the observed periodicity of climate change over the past few mil-

lion years, with Milankovitch cycles occurring every 100,000 or

41,000 years, and as often as every 19,000–23,000 years (Berger

1988). Mammal species on average experience about 20 periods

of major climate change over their lifetimes (Vrba 1992), and it

would seem that this periodicity would certainly be rapid enough

to accord a significant role to tolerance.

The difference between the mechanisms of tolerance and

classic extinction resistance also suggests that as climate and en-

vironment cycles, there may be a shifting balance of selective

pressures on species. When habitat is widespread and continuous,

populations are much less fragmented, and generalists can dis-

perse in response to adverse local fluctuations. Classic extinction

resistance will have a strong influence on species persistence, and

widespread and generalist species will have low extinction risks.

But when climate change reduces habitat to small, isolated frag-

ments, tolerance becomes more important to species persistence,

and rare species may gain the persistence advantage (at least those

that lie within distributional reach of an environmental refuge).

Measurements of tolerance would also have clear usefulness

today in predicting the extinctions likely to result from anthro-

pogenic habitat loss, fragmentation, and climate change. Human

land use conversion has already caused habitat loss and fragmen-

tation to become the number one threat to species survival today

(Diamond 1984; Wilcove et al. 1998; Secretariat of the Conven-

tion on Biological Diversity 2006). Climate change will worsen

this situation, both because it will reduce some habitats further,

and because populations in isolated fragments cannot migrate in

response to environmental change. Tolerance will be a key deter-

minant of survival under such circumstances. But its unexpected

link with small range size suggests that some widely used pre-

dictors of extinction risk may be poor predictors of populations’

extinction risk in a hotter, more fragmented world.
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